Easter Tomb Salt Dough Craft For Kids


2 Cups of Flour



1/2 Cup of Salt



3/4 Cup Cold Water



2 Toothpicks



Scissors



White Styrofoam Bowl



Rolling Pin

Mix ingredients together and kneed together. To make this tomb you see I only used a fist full of dough. I made a ball large enough
to fit into my hand. Turn your bowl upside down. Roll your dough out and then drap it over the bowl. Shape a small round door and
stick to the side of tomb. Cut out a small opening for the door. Stick a toothpick down in the top of the tomb and piece through the
stryofoam a little. Cover it with dough. Then stick your other toothpick sideways into the other toothpick. Cover it with dough too.
You can let this air dry for a couple of days to set up or you can put it in the oven on low heat for a couple of hours to speed up the
process. A suggestion would be to let the kids make this during class so they can take them home.

You will need 2 large popsicle sticks to make your cross.

You will get about 6 crosses out of this dough recipe.
I made little round balls and handed out two dough balls to each child along with the
2 popsicle sticks and a paper plate for them to lay it on while they were making these.
I had the kids cover both popsicle sticks with the two dough balls.
You want your dough to be thick on the cross, otherwise you will not be able to get your objects to stick down in the dough.
You don't have to cover the back if you don't want to.

Once you have covered both popsicle sticks with dough. Then lay one of the popsicle sticks on top of the other one to make a cross
shape just like you see in the picture. Now you can press some objects into the dough. You can use Jelly Beans, Seashells, Wood
Chips, Rocks, Glitter, Feathers, Buttons, Jewels, etc.

Here is a seashell cross. These are tiny little seashells that I bought from the store.
You can order these online or get them from Walmart if they have some.

Here is a jelly bean cross. However the next day as this was drying, the colors of the jelly bean kind of began to bleed into the
dough.
It still looked pretty neat anyways. It gave it a colorful look.

Here is a cross with buttons and beads. These are so easy and fun for the kids to make during class time.

